INTERNATIONAL POLICY CLUB MEETING TODAY

The discussion club has invited the Iowa International Policy Club, with the following visitors: Prof. W. E. Brown, Chicago, December 28th; Prof. L. B. Bur- ket, leader of the Minnesota Policy Club. This is the first meeting of the custom club established in the last few years, and the outcomes may be useful to the country for the purpose of acquainting the subject of international relations. The club has a propaganda that they endorse; they attempt to enlighten and edify members according to the line of international subjects.
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Another Reason for "Ames University"

The Iowaans received a cordial welcome addressed, "Iowa State University."

It had gone to Ames before it came to Iowa City.

The postal clerk didn’t know which state university was meant.

Express Your Opinion

Students in the University who participate in the act, on the night of November 19, by a few students who will be given an opportunity to show their attitude by contributing toward a fund which will destroy the honor of the individual, if not the celebration, as announced in Daily Iowan on Tuesday and in the resolutions of the committee this morning.

The Daily Iowan believes that it is the duty of every student to come forth at this time and show the people of Iowa City and the state at large that University men are not of the type which the newspapers of the state have charged. We believe that the time is ripe for students to make a public plea for all their reputations on any act of the part of any student which reflects discredit upon the student body and the University.

The beginning of such action cannot be questioned. Newspaper of the state criticized the student body of "Ames University" as being drunkards, "vicious riff-raff," and in other stories the terms became of the forgetfulness of a few, such unscrupulous conduct should not be permitted to rest as fact among the people of the state. The plan as suggested, gives ample opportunity for the student body to express themselves and change such futility. It is not the purpose of those who have gratuitously offered their services to the community to truthfully pay for the damage which has been done nor tell their names, but rather to express disapproval of the student body toward such calculations.

All claims as hinted at in the University have been carefully audited under the personal direction of Prof. P. G. Gilbert, chairman of the University board of audit, in accordance with the wishes of students behind the movement. The student committee passed on these bills and the student body has paid in excess of two thousand. First, that no claim will be paid which has a base one and, secondly, the amount paid in each case will be that which the committee and the administration believes is fair as shown by the special trouble.

No act on the part of the student body at this time could have a better result than for the student body unselfishly donate with small amounts enough to show the good name of this University. The sentiments of the act would be for nothing.

A Real Opportunity

Being and hereby name the greatest men of the world in one of the special privileges of students lives. Tonight our greatest opportunity is granted in the appearance of "Ian Hay"—lecturer and author.

Lecturers are moving the United States at the present time telling of conditions as they have seen in Europe and of life on the battle front as they have seen it. Dr. "Ian Hay" this life in the Trenches is a reality. At the outbreak of the European war he was commissioned in the British army where he was promoted to a Captain, was awarded medal for his bravery, and was chosen a member of the staff. He has ended fame as a writer or possess a most valuable opportunity especially among the soldiers. This lecture is of public University. Authors are paying more attention to "Ian Hay" to Iowa City than to any other lecturer during the past. Books are under no obligation to hear the lecture, but they will certainly make one of the greatest contributions of the school year if they fail to hear the message of this man who has lived in the great war.

What Men Live By

There Will Appear in This Column from Day to Day, Quotations, From Modern Writers, Lectures, Letters From Alumni and Friends of the University, and Statistics Relative to Men and Institutions:

P. S. Wales, former superintendent of General U. S. Navy, wrote:

"After disinterested results from permitting the use of tobacco by the cadets at West Point, 1881, the authorities prohibited the smoking absolutely." October, 1881, Dr. Lawler wrote: "I condiction of the unwholesome habits and emeralds of the Military Academy by the prohibition of tobacco is absolute. Unquestionably the most important factor in the health history of the students at this Academy is that relating to the use of tobacco. I have urged upon the apprentices the fact that the future health and presence of the cadets educated at this school required the absolute interdiction of tobacco. In this my colleagues and I have been resolute not only by my colleagues, but by all student medical and civic lives whose lives I have been able to learn.

Doing It Tomorrow

There are many students who complain, especially at the examination periods, that their tasks are difficult, their histories heavy, and tell of a period. These complaints would not be forthcoming it during the exam months were not so worse were generally, and all assignments brought to the time designated. It is difficult to imagine the success of college and students for today is allowed to carry out serious study. Tomorrow the program is repeated, and the examination periods arrive, as they surely will, the presence of most of the student body studies take in a unsupervised seclusion. These em- pihe lectures, told of the culture, and the state and limit to the student for his position. Neatly to the re- form. We are all equal—Daily Iowan.

Tobacco

To Rent: One large room, five windows, well furnished, reasonable price. Rent $25, 628 E. Burlington St.

University Typewriter Company

with S. Clinton

Desires to Sell All Kinds of TYPEWRITERS

Machines Sold, Rented, Repaired

Note Book and Themed Paper

Just Received A Fresh Supply

No Other Present Half So Pleas- ing or Acceptable As a Box of Our Delicious Candy

Whetstone Drug Co.
A Simple Problem in Arithmetic

1. If an aspiring young man marry a charming young woman and they set up housekeeping when he is 26 years of age, and they spend $30 a month, what will they have to show for the money at the end of this period?

   - (1) He saves in years at end of period.
      - 12
   - (2) Subtract his age at beginning of period.
      - 26
   - (3) Length in years of rental period.
      - 20
   - (4) Cost per month.
      - $30
   - (5) Multiply by 12 (No. months in year) ...
      - 360
   - (6) Paid out for rent each year.
      - $360
   - (7) Multiply by 20 (No. years in period) ...
      - $7200
   - (8) Total cost in 20 years.
      - $7200

   + They will have nothing to show for it all.

Moral

Don’t make a mistake. Start right by finding out all about the DUMAP FREE SURVEY DEPARTMENT. Don’t waste—build.

That Creepy Hawaiian Music Will Soon Be Relegated, Say Musicians

Those twanging tunes from your "hale" and Hawaiian guitars while you may, for they must open, be held on the stove along with your son's hat and other relics. Hawaiian music, according to the school of music faculty, is but a passing fad and will have little effect on any of our music but that of the lower grade.

The Hawaiian music has been introduced to us through the Hawaiian people," says Prof. W. E. Hays. "It has behind it a race full of sentiments. The feelings of their wild natures, written in minor keys, make the melodies pathetic and delectable. I should not be surprised if some of the individuals should be interested in this music."

Anna Diller Starbuck, teacher of piano, thinks that the craze will have no effect on our music of the better type. "It is only on popular music that its influence will be felt," she prophesied.

It seems, then, that those who groop near the Hawaiian love songs must prepare to dry their tears, and those pseudo-Hawaiian maestros who wright and away in their concepts of strothed vinyl and cres paper must now sing a final "Aloha O" to their awefully-sounding melodies.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1917

GREAT MONSTERSstorm

WAY ACROSS THE CAMPUS

Blind-alley, it sprawled across the campus track by track toward the natural science building. "How is a poem? No, a microscope was not necessary to detect it. It grew scared when it heard what was done to the poor little worm in that building and tremulously and quippingly, on a mere guess, scurried away the remnants of the campus. All day long it crawled across the law and move, and if it had fallen "great would have been the full thereof."

Perhaps you saw it on your way to classes. It was a gas engine, dismembered from the power plant of the University. For some time it had been left behind the University corner store. It was dragged across the campus yesterday, with the aid of a pair of lories.

"What do they use it for?" asked a student who was watching the thing crawl. "They're going to put it in a fort," was the reply. It has been sold to Weber Brothers in Kana City, where it may again resume its worthy work.

Four Share Patronage

Second District Men and Women Will Meet in Mine Place in Amesbury

Special to the Daily Iowan.

The second district was given four appointments in the appointment to the two houses of the legislature Saturday. A. W. Cross of Amesbury was made post tax-collector of the house. Mrs. Henry Blake of Mine Place was named postmistress by the senate, C. F. Wright of Scott county, auditor in the senate court room and Bertie sold of Des Moines, a committee clerk.

Newman Meet Wednesday

Newman club will meet Wednesday evening at 7:30 o'clock in E. C. hall.

Pauline Peters, '14, visited her sister Marjorie, during the week end.
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Readers of The Daily Iowan to Get News of Legislature

Special news service from the Iowa Legislatutes is begun in this morning's issue of the Daily Iowan and will be a daily feature while the legislature is in session.

The Daily Iowan has contracted for the Iowa News Bureau to furnish the news of the legislature during the session which began yesterday and which will continue for three months or more. The Iowa News Bureau is operated by the direction of H. E. Bales, formerly sporting editor of the Des Moines Register, and in 1911 he was the correspondent for the Register covering the Iowa house after the legislature. In 1913 he organized the bureau which he is continuing at the present time and furnished the news to the Chicago.

TONIGHT'S SPEAKER WILL TELL OF OWN TRENCH EXPERIENCE

SMIRKHAMB PLACE HIM AMONG BEST OF THIS YEAR'S SPEAKERS

Englishman's Hands Have Gripping Interest, According to Prof. Hunt, Who Will Discuss His Life through the World's Trenches

One of the most notable events of the war which Captain Beth, Argyll and Rutland highlights on "The Human Side of Trench Warfare," in the natural science auditorium, according to Prof. Benjamin B. Sisson, chairman of the lecture committee.

The lecturer gained an intimate, personal acquaintance with his subject, while engaged as assistant to the director of Kil,+e's army during the early days of the war, and an unusual interest is being manifested in his coming. Prof. Pecord Mull said yesterday in his talk to the speaker, "If one can find more interesting and human stories of the trenches than has Harms' book, it will be in hearing him tell personally the real truth behind the tales."

Besides the three great phases of the war which Captain Beth professed to discuss, he will tell interesting experiences about leaving France for the seat of war and later the court of Spade-work, meals, and the toil of a typical twenty-four hours in the trenches promised much of interest.

Campus Bound. Captain Beth is now on tour through the Allies' battle lines on the one given recently in New York, where an interest is being manifested. While here, the Captains will entertain for whom, a smoker, and he will be the guest of President and Mrs. W. A. C. MORRISON.

GRADUATE CLUB ENDS PROTEST

The Philomathean Graduate Club will today ratify the resolution passed Thursday evening in its literary affairs meeting.

FOR RENT—A modern apartment, close to...

TRIBUNAL, THE FREE CITY TRIBUNAL, THE WATERLOO TIMES-JOURNAL, and other Iowa news services, have been in the Chicago.

The Joseph Ward Overcoat Hat

A remarkably imported English Style made of wool felt

It is very distinctive.

$2 and $3

Coasts'

Wait for Your Car in one of our stores

Drop in any time for a few minutes rest in one of our comfortable lounging chairs.

Racine's Cigar Stores

Cigars Tobacco Sodas

Billiard Room Second Floor

H. A. Strub & Co.

NEW Dress Goods, White Goods, Silks, Laces and Embroideries

For Spring 1917

Fine Line as Usual

H. A. Strub & Co.